The following proposals, received on DAP between the dates listed below, have been approved.

**DAP Submission Period:** February 1-15, 2022  
**DAP Approval Date:** March 01, 2022

For more information on the DAP process, see the Secretariat’s website.

Approval Route: DAP

---

**Faculty of Engineering**

**Software Engineering/Law**

*Effective September 1, 2022, the following change(s) be made: Module Revision.*

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING/LAW

Second Year Program


* The 0.5 science course must be chosen from a course in the Faculty of Science at the 1020-level or higher from the approved list on the engineering website or the approval of the Department Counsellor.

---

**Huron University College**

**DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH AND ASIAN STUDIES**

*Effective September 1, 2022, the following change(s) be made: Module Revision.*

**HONOURS SPECIALIZATION IN FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE**

**Admission Requirements**

Completion of first-year requirements with no failures. Students must have an average of at least 70% in 3.0 principal courses, including both 1911A/B and 1912F/G, or French 1900E or French 1910 plus 2.0 additional courses, with no mark in these principal courses below 60%.

*Effective September 1, 2022, the following change(s) be made: Module Revision.*

**MAJOR IN FRENCH STUDIES**

**Admission Requirements**

Completion of first-year requirements, including both French 1911A/B and French 1912F/G, or French 1900E or French 1910 with a mark of at least 60%, or permission of the Department.
Effective September 1, 2022, the following change(s) be made: Module Revision.

MAJOR IN FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including both French 1911A/B and French 1912F/G, or French 1900E or French 1910 with a mark of at least 60%, or permission of the Department.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following change(s) be made: Module Revision.

SPECIALIZATION IN FRENCH STUDIES

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including both French 1911A/B and French 1912F/G, or French 1900E or French 1910 with a mark of at least 60%, or permission of the Department.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following change(s) be made: Module Revision.

MINOR IN FRENCH LANGUAGE

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including both French 1911A/B and French 1912F/G, or French 1900E or French 1910 with a mark of at least 60%, or permission of the Department.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following change(s) be made: Module Revision.

MINOR IN FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including both French 1911A/B and French 1912F/G, or French 1900E or French 1910 with a mark of at least 60%, or permission of the Department.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following change(s) be made: Module Revision.

MINOR IN FRENCH STUDIES

Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including both French 1911A/B and French 1912F/G, or French 1900E or French 1910 with a mark of at least 60%, or permission of the Department.
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Effective September 1, 2022, the following change(s) be made: Module Revision.

HONOURS SPECIALIZATION POLITICAL SCIENCE

Module
9.0 courses:
4.0 courses: Political Science 2230E (or Political Science 2221F/G and Political Science 2223F/G), Political Science 2231E, Political Science 2237E, Political Science 2245E.
2.0 courses in Political Science at the 3000 level or above.
3.0 additional courses in Political Science at the 2200 level or above.
Note: Students registered in an Honours Specialization in Political Science may not register in Political Science courses numbered 2100-2199.

Effective September 1, 2022, the following change(s) be made: Module Revision.

MINOR IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

Module
4.0 courses:
2.0 courses from: Political Science 2230E (or Political Science 2221F/G and Political Science 2223F/G), Political Science 2231E, Political Science 2237E, Political Science 2245E.
2.0 additional courses in Political Science at the 2200 level or above.